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Abstract
Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the leading cause of death in the United States. A
subset of CVD affects the valves of the heart (HVD). Due to the aging population's susceptibility
to HVD, it is a growing concern. Heart valve replacement is often necessary if the valve is
beyond repair. There are two main categories of artificial heart valves that can be used for a
replacement, mechanical and bioprosthetic. Although there have been many advances in
artificial heart valve technology, there are still many problems that need to be addressed. One
major problem for bioprosthetic heart valves is deterioration . This study aims to design an
accelerated wear tester (AWT) that is compatible with a particle image velocimetry and high
speed camera set up so that bioprosthetic heart valve deterioration can be studied at an
accelerated rate. By using SolidWorks, a single chamber AWT was designed and its materials
were modeled to determine if it could withstand the stresses of testing a heart valve at an
accelerated rate. The design of the AWT needed to be able to meet FDA requirements for in
vitro bioprosthetic heart valve testing. Simulations were run to determine if the AWT could test
a bioprosthetic heart valve over 200 million open and close cycles, having the valve fully open
and close during each cycle, while maintaining a minimum average transvalvular pressure of
100 mmHg during valve closure. Based on the initial tests, the AWT’s acrylic walls underwent
loading stresses of 0.99 MPa, which is much smaller than acrylic’s fatigue life of 38 MPa. This
means that the flow chamber walls will not break or crack while testing the heart valve over the
valve's entire life span. The pressures induced by the AWT’s piston motor during its downstroke (~135 mmHg) and its up-stroke (~ -120 mmHg) were large enough to fully open and close
the valve during each heart beat. The piston’s up-stroke created a transvalvular pressure drop
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of 120 mmHg during valve closure, proving that the AWT will be able to meet all the FDA
requirements for testing bioprosthetic heart valves. Future studies will need to be carried out
to physically building the AWT.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Clinical Need
Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is currently the leading cause of death in the United States
and has been the leading cause of death for over 100 years (1). Heart valve disease (HVD) is a
subset of CVD that concerns the valves of the heart. HVD can affect any of the four heart valves
and is characterized by regurgitation, stenosis, or atresia (2). The most common cause of HVD
is the mineralization of the aortic valve, also known as calcific aortic valve disease (3, 4). HVD is
commonly treated with medication and lifestyle changes; however, invasive surgery is
sometimes required depending on the severity of the patient's HVD. These surgeries can range
from valve reconstruction surgery to total valve replacement. The most common cause of such
surgeries is aortic stenosis (5, 6, 7). Even with these treatments, HVD affects approximately
2.5% of American adults and has a significant mortality and morbidity rate (8, 9, 10). Risk
factors for HVD include high blood pressure, high cholesterol, obesity, smoking, diabetes, and
having a family history of cardiovascular disease (2, 11). Age is also a major risk factor for HVD
(2, 4). Nkomo reported in 2006 that varying degrees of HVD already affect 13% of people 75
years and older (4). The census bureau also estimates that about one third of the United States
population will be 55 years or older by the year 2020 (12). With such a large populace at risk
for HVD, there is a huge need for improved HVD treatment. Each year in the United States,
60,000 heart valve replacement surgeries are performed (13). When valve replacement surgery
is needed, they tend to have poor results with most patients having a short to midterm
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mortality rates (8). These poor outcomes can be due to poor valve biocompatibility,
mechanical failure, or thromboembolic complications (14, 15, 16).
1.2 Artificial Heart Valves
Valve replacement surgery has been used as early as the 1960's (13). Artificial heart
valves fall into two main categories, mechanical valves and bioprosthetic valves. Within each
category there are many different types. Ball and cage valves, tilting disk valves, and bileaflet
valves fall into the mechanical heart valve category, while allografts, xenografts, and pericardial
xenografts fall into the bioprosthetic valve category, all of which can be seen in Figure 1.2.1 (16,
17).

Figure 1.2.1 Different types of artificial heart valves. A, Bileaflet mechanical valve; B, tilting
disk mechanical valve; C, caged ball valve; D, stented porcine bioprosthesis; E, stented
pericardial bioprosthesis; F, stentless porcine bioprosthesis; G, percutaneous bioprosthesis
expanded over a bolloon; H, self-expandable percutaneous bioprosthesis (Figure taken from
Ref. 13)
Current day ball and cage valves consist of a silastic ball and a cage formed from metal
arches (17). the Starr-Edwards, Magovern-Cromie, DeBakey-Surgitool, and Smeloff-Cutter
valves were all developed having this basic design, with only minor variations (18). The first
2

successful human heart valve replacement surgery used the Starr-Edwards ball and cage valve.
This specific valve consisted of a Lucite cage with thick struts and a compression molded
silicone-rubber ball (19). Although successful, the valve still had many problems and was
changed many times over the next 5 years. The developers of the Starr-Edwards valve realized
that the valve must be durable and corrosion resistant so they changed the cage material from
Lucite to stainless steel. They also changed the sewing ring from a doughnut shape to a flange
shape, making the valve easier to attach and increasing the security of the attachment (19).
The turbulent flow caused by the valve was reduced by increasing the valve's orifice-to-ball
ratio (20). Finally, after much development, the Starr-Edwards ball and cage valve 6120 series
was created and was subsequently used in HVD patients for more than 20 years (21). Tarzia
was able to undertake a 31 year valve follow-up on a Starr-Edwards replacement valve patient
in 2007. They reported that the explanted valve was free of structural degradation, attesting to
the durability of ball and cage valves (23). Although durable, the Starr-Edwards ball and cage
valve was prone to thrombus formation, due to their lateral flow field, high transvalvular
pressure gradients, and non-physiological surfaces. This often led to device failure and patient
death (23).
The tilting disk valve consists of a single disk opening at an angle between 60 o and 80o.
The disk is secured to central metal supports to keep it from breaking off of the valve housing.
The most prevalent type of tilting disk valve is the Medtronic-Hall valve, consisting of an
opening angle of 70o-75o, support struts made from titanium, and a polytetrafluoroethylene
sewing ring (23, 24, 25). The Medtronic-Hall valve was an improvement to the Starr-Edwards
valve, having improved hemodynamics, while retaining the durability that was seen in the Starr3

Edwards valve (24). Other types of tilting disk valves include the Bjork-Shiley and the
Monostrut valves (26). A 25 year patient follow-up was conducted in 2007 by Svennevig et al.
finding that of the 816 patients implanted with a Medtronic-Hall valve, there were only 4
occurrences of thrombus formation, a vast improvement to the thrombus prone ball and cage
valves (27).
The bileaflet valve consists of two semilunar disks attached by metal struts, opening at
angles between 75o and 90o. Valves of this type include the ATS Open Pivot, CarboMedics, OnX, and, the most common, the St. Jude bileaflet valve (23, 26). The St. Jude valve opens at an
angle of 85o, has pivot guards, struts, and orifice projections. These features help to reduce
turbulent flows through the valve (28). Emery et al. analyzed patient data between October
1977 and October 2002 to determine long-term feasibility of the St. Jude valve. Of the 4,480
patients in the study, the incidence of thromboembolic events was 1.9%/patient year for aortic
valve replacement patients and 2.8%/patient year for mitral valve replacement patients. One
patient had structural failure occur (29). This data is comparable to that found for the
Medtronic-Hall valve.
Allografts are taken from human cadavers or brain dead organ donors and sterilized
using antibiotic solutions prior to implantation (16). These valves are not commercially
available or mass produced because they are taken from other humans.
Porcine and bovine tissue are used for xenograft bioprostheses and consists of 3 aortic
valve leaflets. Valves of this type include the Freestyle, Epic, Medtronic Hancock II, Mosaic, and
the St. Jude Medical Biocor porcine prosthesis (26). The last of which is widely used when
choosing a bioprosthetic valve for implantation. Patient data between 1983 and 2003 was
4

analyzed to determine long-term feasibility of the Biocor valve. Of the 1,712 patients in the
study, the incidence of thromboembolic events was 1.6%/patient year for aortic valve
replacement patients and 2.2%/patient year for mitral valve replacement patients (30). This is
better than any of the mechanical valves discussed earlier and is accomplished without the use
of lifelong anticoagulation therapy. Valve structural failure, however, occurred in 4 patients,
which is a larger occurrence than is seen in all of the mechanical valve studies combined (30).
This is due to valve calcification and deterioration which is characteristic of bioprosthetic heart
valves.
Porcine and bovine tissue are also used for pericardial xenografts. Using pericardial
tissue for valve leaflets improves the hemodynamic performance of the valve compared to
normal valve xenografts (31). The ATS 3f, Carpentier-Edwards Perimount, Mitroflow, and
Trifecta are all common types of pericardial xenografts (26). Long term outcomes from the
Carpentier-Edwards valve found 13 valve structural failures after 17 years (31). This is an
improvement compared to first generation pericardial valves; however, is still large compared
to the Biocor porcine valve. The Carpentier-Edwards valve exceeds the Biocor porcine valve
when it comes to thromboembolic events, having an occurrence of only a 0.003%/patient year
(31).
1.3 Bioprosthetic Implantation
Not only are there different types of bioprosthetic valves, there are also different
implantation methods that can be used. The most common implantation method is to use a
stent attached to a sewing ring. More recently however, valves have been implanted without
the use of stents and sewing rings. Surgeons implant the valves by sewing the valve in free
5

hand. Finally, in a generally new procedure, valves have been implanted percutaneously using
a catheter that travels through the femoral artery (17). Each implantation method has its
benefits and detriments. Implanting the valve without a stent increases the valve's effective
orifice area, improving valve function, however, the procedure is harder to perform compared
to using a stent, leading to surgical errors. Implanting the valve percutaneously decreases the
risks of aortic valve replacement surgery, but is the most difficult procedure to perform (16,
17).
Each valve type has its own advantages and disadvantages as well. Mechanical valves
are very durable and long lasting, however, they have a higher thrombogenicity and patients
must take anticoagulation medication for the remainder of their lives. Bioprosthetic valves are
more prone to failure due to structural deterioration, however, they have a higher
biocompatibility and require little to no medication after the operation (32). These advantages
and disadvantages along with a patient's general health prior to valve replacement surgery
determine which type valve is implanted.
1.4 Bioprosthetic Valve Function
Two ways bioprosthetic heart valve performance is measured is by using the valve's
effective orifice area (EOA) and the valve's regurgitation volume. The effective orifice area
measures how effectively the valve opens when blood is being pushed through the valve due to
heart contraction. Regurgitant volume is the amount of blood that flows backwards through
the valve when it is closed (33). The effective orifice area is calculated using Equation: 1.4.1:
(1.4.1)

(33)
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Where Qrms is the root mean square of the systolic/diastolic flow rate (cm3/s) and

is equal to

the mean systolic/diastolic pressure drop (mmHg) (33). A low EOA causes a higher workload for
the heart, decreasing valve efficiency. A high regurgitant volume decreases the total amount of
blood that flows through the valve in one cardiac cycle increasing the hearts workload and
decreasing valve efficiency. Therefore, a valve functioning at peak efficiency will have a large
EOA and a small regurgitant volume.
Another way to determine valvular function is through the Doppler Velocity Index (DVI).
This is a ratio between the proximal velocity in the left ventricular outflow tract compared to
the velocity through the valve and can be determined using equation 1.4.2:

(1.4.2)

(33)

Where VLVOT is the velocity in the left ventricular outflow tract and VPV is the velocity through
the valve (33). Ideally, a valve should have a DVI of 1. If this quantity is lower, however, it
could mean that the valve is no longer functioning properly. This could be due to some sort of
obstruction (possibly a thrombus).
1.5 Artificial Heart Valve Complications
As with any new medical technology, artificial heart valves are not without their
problems, one of which is biocompatibility. Biocompatibility is a vital aspect of any medical
device that contacts the human body affecting device performance, reliability, and safety.
Although medical devices are designed to help treat certain diseases, the body often considers
the device a foreign material and the patient’s immune system will attack it causing the device
7

to degrade and malfunction over time. Ideally, devices will perform its specific function while
simultaneously inducing no negative biological responses from the patient’s immune system.
Due to the safety issues seen in artificial heart valves and the drastic consequences that
these issues cause, biocompatibility is one of the top priorities when they are designed. If
overlooked, the biocompatibility of artificial heart valves can cause thrombus formation which
could lead to device failure and patient death. After implantation, patients with prosthetic
heart valves are prone to thromboembolic events with an occurrence of 2.3%/patient year (13,
34, 35). Thrombus formation can be caused by the artificial heart valve's abnormal flow fields.
These flow fields are normally seen in the valve's hinge region during regurgitant flow.
A small amount of regurgitant flow is often seen as beneficial for its ability to wash away
thrombi forming on the valve (33). Most valves are designed to have a small regurgitant
volume because of this. Although regurgitant flow is seen as beneficial, non-physiological flow
fields often occur during it. In studies characterizing the velocity measurements and flow
patterns within the hinge region of mechanical heart valves, it was found that the hinge
geometry played a major role in abnormal flow field generation (36, 37, 38, 39). The highest
shear stresses occurred during diastole, during which regurgitant flow occurs (39). The
turbulent shear stresses found near the hinge region of the valve led to unsteady flow, vortex
formation, and zones of stagnation (36, 38, 40). High turbulent shear stresses can cause
hemolysis and platelet activation and when combined with the vortex formation and the zones
of stagnation, have high probabilities of inducing thrombus formation.
Once activated, platelets accelerate thrombosis (41, 42). Thrombi can impede valve
function by occluding the valve orifice. If they embolize, they can also cause the patient to have
8

a heart attack or a stroke. An electron micrograph image compares conformational changes in
inactive and active platelets as seen in Figure 1.5.1.

Figure 1.5.1 Electron micrograph of a resting platelet (left) and two activated platelets
exhibiting pseudopodia formation (right) (Figure taken from Ref. 43).

Another complication associated with artificial heart valves is unwanted patient
hemorrhaging. This is normally due to anticoagulation medications that patients receive in an
effort to minimize the chance of thromboembolic events. These events are only seen with
mechanical heart valves because patients who have bioprosthetic valves do not need to
undergo any kind of anticoagulant therapy (44).
Valve deterioration is another major concern for artificial heart valves. Mechanical
heart valves rarely deteriorate due to their high material durability, however, the rate of
bioprosthetic heart valve deterioration increases over time. This rate rises dramatically 7 to 8
years after valve implantation. Risk factors leading to valve deterioration include younger
patient age, mitral valve positioning, renal insufficiency, and hyperparathyroidism (13). The
most common cause of valve failure in bioprosthetic heart valves is calcification (45).
Calcification can be seen histologically on bioprosthetic valves within 3 years; however,
calcification has been reported as early as 19 days after implantation (46, 47). Calcification can
9

cause paravalvular leakage, cusp tears, incompetence, stenosis, and valve stiffening (46, 48,
49). All of these problems lead to impaired valve performance, thrombogenesis, and valve
deterioration. Bioprosthetic valves are normally treated with glutaraldehyde to preserve the
tissue and decrease valve immunogenicity, however, this treatment also devitalizes the valve's
connective tissue (46, 49). Calcification is normally initiated in these devitalized cells because
they are unable to pump out calcium from the cytoplasm and inter-cellular structures. This
leads to a calcium concentrations 1,000 to 10,000 times higher than those found in normal cells
(50). This increased calcium concentration then reacts with the high phosphorous
concentrations found in cellular membranes, forming calcium phosphate and crystal growth
(46, 48). A hypothetical model for calcification along with a calcified bioprosthetic valve can be
seen in Figure 1.5.2. These processes are accelerated when combined with other factors,
including mechanical stress, young patient age, kidney disease, diabetes, smoking, and
immunological response (50, 51, 52, 53).

Figure 1.5.2 Extended hypothetical model for the calcification of bioprosthetic tissue (Left)
(Figure taken from Ref. 54). Calcified bioprosthetic valve (Right) (Figure taken from Ref. 55)
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Calcification has led to valve failure in every type of commercially available bioprosthetic valve
including the Ionescu-Shiley Standard, the Ionescu-Shiley Low Profile, the Hancock
Pericardial, the Carpentier Edwards Perimount, and the Mitroflow Pericardial Valve to
name a few (46). Because of its major role in valve failure, calcification prevention and
regulation are active areas of research.
Immunological response has been found to be a major factor in valve
calcification (52, 53, 55). Bovine and porcine tissue both express α-Gal epitopes,
surface molecules that cause an immune response when implanted in humans. Mice
studies with anti-α-Gal antibodies expressed an increased acute and chronic humoral
immune response compared to those without anti-α-Gal antibodies. This
corresponded with higher calcium levels and increased valve calcification (55). Due to
its role in calcification, concentrations of immune system regulatory proteins were
measured in HVD patients to determine if any could be used as indicators for valve
calcification. Low serum levels of IL-8, a protein responsible for chemotaxis and
neutrophil adhesion, were found to correlate with valve calcification (52). These
studies suggest that valves causing decreased immune inflammation will increase the
durability and patient safety.
Recent studies have also found that calcification can be caused by dysfunctional
phosphocalcific metabolism, leading to a disruption in calcium-phosphate homeostasis
(52, 53). Due to these findings, many studies have been carried out to determine
phosphocalcific metabolism biochemical concentrations that indicate a propensity for
bioprosthetic valve calcification. Osteoprotegrin and osteopontin deficiencies and
11

higher calcium-phosphorus product were associated with valve calcification (52, 53).
Vitamin D supplementation, calcium supplementation, and bisphosphonate use, are
indirectly associated with valve calcification by causing an increase calciumphosphorus product (50, 53, 56).
Using these concentrations as potential signs of valve calcification, patients at
elevated risk should be monitored more closely and preventative steps should be
taken to reduce the risk of device failure. Although previously stated criteria have
been shown to correlate with valve calcification, none have been shown to directly
cause it (52). Using a new imaging technique developed by Meuris et al., physicians
can detect progression of valve calcification, non-invasively, using a multislice CT
scanning technique. The results of which can be used for quantification and evaluation
of valve calcification (57).
Devitalization of cells caused by glutaraldehyde is another main source of valve
calcification. Many different fixatives have been investigated as a replacement
for/additive to glutaraldehyde, including cyanimide, 1-ethyl-3(-3 dimethylaminopropyl)
carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), adipyl dichloride, hexamethylene diisocyanate (HMDC),
glycerol and alginate azide. However, each novel fixative has its own advantages and
disadvantages that have prevented their use as cross-linking reagents (58). Quercetin, a newer
fixative, however, was shown to outperform glutaraldehyde as a cross-linking reagent.
Quercetin cross-linked valves produced a soft valve matrix, increased ultimate tensile strength,
increased thermal denaturation temperature, resisted enzymatic degradation, was 100 times
less toxic than glutaraldehyde, and had an anticalcification effect on valve tissue (58). GLX
12

tissue treatment, another new approach used for reducing calcification, uses a combination of
glutaraldehyde, formaldehyde-ethanol-Tween 80 solution, functional group capping, reducing
Schiff base sites, sterilization, and glycerolisation. Capping the valves functional groups and
reducing its remaining Schiff bases reduces the number of binding sites available for calcium,
phosphates, and immunogenic factors. Treating the valve tissue with glycerolisation inhibits
valve oxidation, preserving the valves collagen matrix (59). Patients treated with GLX processed
valves showed a 93% reduction in calcium content compared to normally processed valves after
35 days (59). Long-term characteristics of this valve treatment method need to be studied
more thoroughly, however, before it can replace the use of glutaraldehyde.
1.6 FDA Valve Requirements
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) require that artificial heart valves undergo
in vitro testing prior to approval for medical use. During in vitro testing, mechanical heart
valves must undergo 600 million opening and closing cycles and prosthetic heart valves must
undergo 200 million opening and closing cycles. For a physiological heart rate, this equates to
15 years and 5 years, respectively. The heart valve must fully open and fully close during each
one of the cycles, and the average transvalvular pressure must be a minimum of 100 mmHg
during valve closure (60, 61).
1.7 Accelerated Wear Testers
Heart valve durability is a major issue when designing both mechanical and
bioprosthetic heart valves. Accelerated wear testers (AWTs) are used to test the mechanical
properties of artificial heart valves, specifically, their durability, over a relatively short period of
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time (62). Because of an AWT's ability to operate between 600 and 1000 beats per minute
(BPM), it is able to test the valve's mechanical properties over the valve's entire lifespan in just
1-2 years’ time (60). Results from testing valves in AWTs have been comparable to results in
vivo. Valves that fail mechanically in AWTs have been shown to fail in vivo as well, when they
fail in AWTs, they have been shown to fail in the same way as they do in vivo, and the valves
that last longer in AWTs, also last longer in vivo (60). The use of AWTs has allowed researchers
to discover long-term issues in valves, with no risk to the patient lives, leading to improved
designs and better patient outcomes. Many commercial AWTs use an electromagnetic motor
to drive fluid through the valve in a closed loop system and often come with 6 independent
chambers as seen in Figure 1.7.1 (63, 64). The chambers can be used to test the same valve at
different physiologic conditions (stroke volume, heart rate, blood pressure, etc.) investigating
how even slight physiologic differences can affect valve performance. The chambers can also
be used to test many different valves using the same parameters, comparing novel valves to
clinically proven valves.

Figure 1.7.1 Commercially available AWT (Figure taken from Ref. 63)
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1.8 Previous Studies
The fluid mechanics that determine valvular function are closely tied to the mechanical
properties of the valve. Therefore, there have been many studies pertaining to the mechanical
properties of implanted heart valves. Yoganathan et al. conducted a comprehensive study of
ball and cage valves, tilting disk valves, bileaflet valves, and bioprosthetic valves that have been
developed over the past 40 years comparing their fluid dynamic performances. Due to the
variability in valve mechanical features, each valve had advantages and disadvantages when
comparing flow velocities, EOA, regurgitant flow, and turbulent shear stresses. He concluded
that there are still improvements needed in the development of artificial heart valves,
specifically in terms of hemodynamic characteristics, thromboresistance, and bioprosthetic
valve durability (65).
To improve upon these characteristics, Mol et al. tried to mimic the mechanical
properties of native heart valves by creating a tissue engineered valve. They tried to create
acellular allograft valve leaflets, thus removing detrimental immunological responses from the
host and allowing recellularization and revascularization. Although promising, they found that
there is a large infectious risk when using materials derived from animal valves. They also
found that newly developed cells on the graft were unable to cope with the high mechanical
loading that is characteristic of the host's heartbeat (66).
Rather than experimentally test artificial heart valves, another study conducted in 2007
decided to model them computationally. Using advanced computational fluid dynamic solvers,
they were able to validate a three dimensional large scale flow field within a bileaflet heart
valve. Although this is a large stride forward, a large scale flow field is only a small piece of the
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overall valve mechanics. Studies must also be done on the small scale flow field and on both
small and large scale flow fields simultaneously to fully understand how valve mechanics and
fluid mechanics impact one another (67).
A study conducted in 2001 by Iyengar et al. experimentally tracked leaflet motion under
pulsatile flow conditions using a novel imaging technique. To obtain the data, the investigators
used a diode laser to project a 19x19 dot matrix onto the leaflet. They then used two
boroscopes mounted with high speed cameras to capture unobstructed views of the leaflet
motion from two different angles. Then using a flow loop and an imaging program, they were
able to capture images at exact time points in which the velocity and pressure fields of the loop
were also known (15). This data was then processed and used to create leaflet images at those
time points along the cardiac cycle. This system is able to tie the mechanical movement of the
valve with the fluid mechanics of the flow loop and can be used to study basic heart valve
mechanics, valvular related diseases, and artificial heart valve issues in vitro that have been
seen clinically.
1.9 Current Study
The aim of this study is to design an AWT using SolidWorks that will be compatible with
the use of particle image velocimetry (PIV) and a high speed camera. The basic design consists
of a driving motor, two flow chambers, a liquid reservoir, and an overall housing to hold all of
the components. Simulations were carried out using COMSOL and SolidWorks to determine the
fluid dynamic impact on the stresses experienced by the AWT's flow chambers. The mechanical
stresses were then used to determine if the AWT would be able to withstand testing of the
bioprosthetic valve for the FDA required number of cycles. The stresses on the valve were also
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compared to results seen clinically. By creating an AWT that is compatible with PIV
measurements, the flow field and structural integrity of a bioprosthetic heart valve can be
studied over its entire lifespan in vitro, giving insights into valve degradation mechanisms and
their impact on valve performance.
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Chapter 2
Methods
2.1 Particle Image Velocimetry
The design of the AWT must be compatible with a PIV system. Therefore, a brief theory
of PIV will be discussed herein.
PIV provides a non-invasive way to determine the velocity measurements within a flow
field along different planar locations. By taking measurements along many planes in both the
normal and parallel planes, PIV can reconstruct a three dimensional flow field. A typical
diagram of a PIV setup can be seen in Figure 2.1.1.

Figure 2.1.1 Diagram of typical PIV experimental design (Figure taken from Ref. 68)
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To determine the flow velocity, a PIV system takes two images at times,

, apart from each

other as denoted in Figure 2.1.1 by the t and t' image frames. The fluid contains hollow glass
spheres that are captured in each image frame by a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. To
determine the velocity, the images must be divided into small interrogation regions (IRs) during
post processing. The average motion of all of the particles within each IR is determined using
cross correlation. This calculation is used to create a displacement vector, which is then divided
over

to determine the velocity of the fluid in the IR. A velocity field for each plane can be

obtained by carrying out this process over every IR in the plane (69).
To permit image acquisition along the plane of interest, both the flow chamber and the
fluid must be transparent. When using PIV to study the cardiovascular system, Non-Newtonian
blood analogs can be used to mimic the shear thinning viscoelastic properties that blood
exhibits. It is also beneficial to use a fluid with a refractive index matching that of the flow
chamber. This minimizes optical distortion of the light sheet when passing between the solidfluid boundary allowing for accurate PIV measurements.
As an example, PIV images can be acquired using the Phantom Miro M-Series
(VisionResearch) CCD camera with a resolution of 1920x1080 at 1500 fps. Focusing lenses, such
as the Zeiss Otus 1.4/55mm lens are often used to provide a better resolution on the region of
interest. Illuminating the particles in the flow field can be accomplished by using one of many
commercially available dual laser pulsed PIV systems (TSI Inc., St. Paul, MN, U.S.A.). The pulsed
lasers pass through a cylindrical lens and a spherical focusing lens that convert the beams into
pulsed light sheets. The camera is oriented so that it is perpendicular to the light sheet created
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by the laser, which can be seen in Figure 2.1.2, allowing the camera to track the particles that
are illuminated in the light sheet’s plane.

Figure 2.1.2 PIV setup for studying fluid flow through the valve of interest.
2.2 SolidWorks Design
Using SolidWorks 2014-2015 (SolidWorks Corp., 2014), an AWT was designed for a
bioprosthetic heart valve that is compatible with a PIV system similar to the one described in
the previous section. To achieve this, the design required a flow chamber with flat surfaces. It
also needed to be transparent. The original design was composed of two identical flow
chambers attached to a flow loop and a liquid reservoir. This design relied on a large liquid
reservoir to create the needed 100 mmHg transvalvular pressure gradient during valve closure
and only used the driving motor to open the valve. This design had to be modified, however, to
reduce the total liquid volume needed for the system. A better way of bonding the two flow
chambers to each other needed to be devised as well. The new design that was created relied
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on the motor to create the required pressure gradients, allowing the liquid reservoir's size to be
reduced significantly. Based off of the motor's torque output, the chamber and piston head
dimensions were modified. Chamber 2's size was also increased to hold part of Chamber 1
inside of it. This allowed for a stronger, more durable bond between the two chambers. The
chambers and motor were then attached to a small overall housing to hold everything in place
and reduce any vibrations caused by the motor's rotation rate. The design again had to be
modified when incorporating the PIV system into the AWT setup. Different CCD cameras have
different focusing distances and to accommodate for the variability, the overall housing had to
be redesigned. The new housing elevated the AWT system off of the ground to make room for
the CCD camera. Chamber 1 was also modified during this design revision, creating an opening
in the chamber wall to allow access to the valve being studied. More minor modifications were
made as well including a countercurrent heat exchanger in the liquid reservoir to reduce the
potential for thermal variables, an air cap on Chamber 1 to remove unwanted air bubbles, and a
drainage tube in Chamber 2 to empty the AWT when not in use. The final design can be seen in
Figure 2.2.1. The motor used for the AWT was the 10J151 Motor from Dayton Electric Mfg. Co.,
which is rated at 1000 RPM. This rotation rate will meet both the 600 and 200 million cycles
required by the FDA for mechanical and bioprosthetic valves, respectively within one year's
time. When loaded, this motor is rated to produce 0.65 Nm of torque. A piston head of 79.06
mm x 79.06 mm was used to create a pressure gradient of 120 mmHg. The piston head is
attached to the driving motor via 5 parts that translate the motor's rotational motion into linear
motion and can be seen in Figure 2.2.2.
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Figure 2.2.1 Accelerated wear tester. Isometric view (Left). Front view (Middle). Side view
(Right)

Figure 2.2.2 Motor and piston setup. A, Motor; B, Piston Shaft; C, Piston translation part; D,
Piston translation part; E, Piston translation part; F, Piston translation part; G, Piston
translation part; H, Piston head
The piston head is placed inside two cube flow chambers attached to a flow loop shown
in Figure 2.2.3. Chamber 1 contains a one way valve, the piston head, an air cap, an
interchangeable valve slot, and the valve to be studied using PIV. Chamber 2 contains a
drainage tube and an outflow tube. The chambers are air and liquid tight so that no leakage
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occurs. This is achieved through the use of gaskets and acrylic bonding agents. The piston head
drives the fluid through the flow chambers and flow loop by creating a pressure gradient. The
one way valve allows flow into Chamber 1 during the piston's up-stroke and prevents reverse
flow from occurring during the piston's down-stroke. The air cap allows for the removal of air
bubbles in the flow loop prior to starting the AWT. The interchangeable valve slot can be used
for attaching different types of valves. The drainage tube is used for emptying the flow
chambers and flow loop when the AWT is not in use.

Figure 2.2.3 AWT setup. A, Inflow pipe; B, One-way inlet valve; C, Piston; D, Air bubble cap;
E, Interchangeable valve slot; F, Valve to be studied; G, Drainage tube; H, Outflow pipe

The two chambers are attached to a liquid reservoir, via the inlet and outlet tube. The
liquid reservoir is used to fill the flow loop and the flow chambers with fluid up to the piston
head's surface. The liquid reservoir also has a countercurrent heat exchanger in it, which allows
the liquid to be maintained at a specific temperature for the duration of the experiment. This
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can be seen in Figure 2.2.4. Maintaining a constant temperature keeps the viscosity of the
liquid constant. It also removes any thermal effects that temperature changes can have on
fluid flow.

Figure 2.2.4 Liquid housing setup. A, Liquid reservoir; B, Countercurrent heat exchanger;
C, Chamber inflow; D, Chamber outflow
The AWT housing is designed to keep each part in place and reduce the vibration caused
by the quick rotation of the motor. Fixing the AWT in place is crucial for accurate PIV
measurements. The overall housing also elevates the AWT system off the ground, which
accommodates the large focusing distance of the CCD camera and focusing lens used for the
PIV setup.
A valve that consists of three leaflets and a protective housing was created to model a
bioprosthetic aortic valve and can be seen in Figure 2.2.5. The valve leaflets were modeled in
SolidWorks as a plastic with mechanical properties mimicking those of current bioprosthetic
valves. These can be found in Table 2.2.1 (70, 71). The elastic modulus of bovine pericardium is
not constant, but can be modeled as a power approximation fitted to experimental data found
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by Noort et al. and can be seen in Figure 2.2.6 (72). Component materials and material
properties can be found in Appendix A.

Figure 2.2.5 Bioprosthetic aortic heart valve
Table 2.2.1 Material properties of a bioprosthetic heart valve (70, 71, 72)
Young’s Modulus
Mass Density
Component
Material
Poisson's Ratio
2
(N/mm )
(kg/m3)
Valve Leaflets Bioprosthetic
See Figure 2.2.6
0.45
1070

Figure 2.2.6 Experimental stress strain data for a bovine pericardium by Noort et al. fitted
with a power approximation (Figure taken from Ref. 72)
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2.3 Simulations
Simulations were performed using both COMSOL and SolidWorks to determine the
feasibility of the AWT design that was created. The validation process is shown in Figure 2.3.1.

Figure 2.3.1 AWT design validation process.

Each simulation was first carried out using a medium sized mesh. To ensure that the result was
not mesh sensitive, the simulation was rerun using both a smaller and larger mesh size. After
confirming the simulation's result was accurate, the value acquired from the medium sized
mesh was used for each subsequent simulation.
The first simulations performed were fluid-structure interaction (FSI) models. A
simplified two dimensional model of the AWT chambers and valve was created in COMSOL
Mutliphysics 2015 (COMSOL Inc. 2015). The geometry of the model was based on the initial
SolidWorks design and was assumed to be symmetrical along the z-axis. The first simulation
run, modeled the piston's up-stroke. During this time, the valve is assumed to be closed, so
only the inlet and Chamber 1 were taken into consideration as seen in Figure 2.3.2. The
simulation parameters can be seen in Table 2.3.1. The inlet was 10 mm x 100 mm long and
Chamber 1 was 200 mm x 79.06 mm. An inlet gauge pressure of 0 mmHg was used to simulate
the fluid entering the chamber and a gauge pressure of -120 mmHg at the top of the chamber
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was used to simulate the suction created by the motor's movement. The study was run with a
maximum time step of 0.01 s from 0 s to 19.37 s allowing the simulation to reach a steady state
flow. The solver was run using the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) technique. This
technique allows the solver to simultaneously solve for a deforming geometry and a changing
flow field that is caused by the deforming geometry. The flow was solved using the
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, Equation 2.3.1, for a velocity field and pressure in a
moving coordinate system and the incompressible continuity equation, Equation 2.3.2:
∇

∇

∇

∇

∇

(2.3.1)
(2.3.2)

Where u= (u, v) is the velocity field, p is the pressure, I is the unit diagonal matrix, F is the
volume force affecting the fluid, η is dynamic viscosity, ρ is the density, ∇

is the transverse

matrix of divergence of , and um= (um, vm) is the coordinate system velocity. The structural
deformation is solved for by summing the pressures and viscous forces that the valve boundary
is exposed to by the fluid:
∇

∇

(2.3.3)

Where n is the vector normal to the valve boundary. These equations are then solved on a
freely moving deformed mesh. Winslow smoothing is used to calculate the mesh's deformation
compared to its initial shape. Once finished, the solver stores the fluid velocity throughout the
chamber, and the pressure values that the chamber experienced. The pressure value seen at
the closed valve was used to determine the necessary hydrostatic pressure in Chamber 2 to
achieve a minimum average transvalvular pressure of 100 mmHg at closure.
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Another FSI simulation was run to model the motor's down-stroke. Due to the fact that
the valve opens during the down-stroke of the piston, both chambers, along with the valve had
to be modeled. The alternate geometry and parameters can be seen in Figure 2.3.3 and Table
2.3.2, respectively. Again, the geometries for the components are based off of the initial
SolidWorks design. The fluid flows from the inlet (marked in Figure 2.3.3) into Chamber 1. The
flow then passes through the valve into Chamber 2 and then into the outlet (also marked in
Figure 2.3.3).

Figure 2.3.2 Motor up-stroke simulation geometry. A, Inlet; B, Motor pressure; C, Closed
valve

Figure 2.3.3 Maximum pressure simulation COMSOL setup. A, Inflow; B, Motor Pressure; C,
Valve; D, Outflow
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Table 2.3.1 Simulation of motor up-stroke parameters
Inlet (Pa)
0
Motor Pressure (Pa) -15999*(1-EXP(-0.5*t))
1000
Fluid Density (kg/m 3)
Fluid Viscosity (Pa*s)
Time (s)

0.001
19.37

Table 2.3.2 Simulation of motor down-stroke parameters
Inlet (Pa)
0
Outlet (Pa) 15999*(1-EXP(-0.5*t))
1000
Fluid Density (kg/m3)
Fluid Viscosity (Pa*s)
0.001
3
1070
Solid Density (kg/m )
Solid Young's Modulus (N/mm2)
Solid Poisson's Ratio
Time (s)

See Figure 2.2.6
0.45
19.37

The inlet and Chamber 1 had the same geometries as the last simulation. A 5 mm x 30 mm
valve was added to the bottom of Chamber 1. The geometry of the valve was simplified into a
one leaflet valve, which differs from the three leaflet valve used in the AWT design; however,
its material properties were the same. The valve allowed flow to pass into Chamber 2.
Chamber 2 was 200 mm x 99.06 mm. Finally, the flow exited through the 10 mm x 66.07 mm
outlet. A gauge pressure of 120 mmHg in Chamber 1 was used to simulate the pressure created
by the motor head and a gauge pressure of 0 mmHg was used to simulate the hydrostatic
pressure in Chamber 2. Chamber 2's pressure was calculated based on the previous simulation.
The study was run with a maximum time step of 0.01 s from 0 s to 19.37 s allowing the
simulation to reach a steady flow state. Again, the simulation was solved using the ALE
technique. The corresponding values for this study were also stored.
Next, linear stress simulations were carried out on Chamber 1 and 2 using SolidWorks
Simulation. Using the stored material properties in SolidWorks, each chamber was modeled as
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an acrylic (high-medium impact) plastic. The inner walls of each chamber were then exposed to
the maximum pressures that were created by the motor's down-stroke. These pressures were
determined during the previous COMSOL simulations. The pressure was applied linearly over a
time period of 0.03 seconds at which point, the maximum pressure was reached. The solver
then stored the von Mises stresses along the surface of the chambers. Simulation parameters
and material properties can be seen in Table 2.3.3 and Table A.1, respectively.
The chambers were then exposed to the pressure values created during the piston’s upstroke in the same manner as the previous study. Simulation parameters and material
properties can be seen in Table 2.3.4 and Table A.1, respectively. The solver then stored the
von Mises stresses along the surface of the chambers.
Finally, simulations were run on the bioprosthetic heart valve to determine if the
pressure gradients produced by the motor fully open and fully close the valve. The valve
material was programmed to have the material properties of a bioprosthetic heart valve that
were stated in the previous section. The valve leaflets were exposed to the pressures found
along the bottom surface of Chamber 1 during each set of COMSOL simulations. These
pressures correlated to pressure drops of -16,000 Pa and 18,000 Pa across the valve, which can
be seen in Table 2.3.5 and Table 2.3.6. The solver then stored the von Mises stress along the
valve surfaces. Material properties for the valve are listed in Table 2.2.1 and Table A.1.

Table 2.3.3 SolidWorks chamber wall stress test (Motor Down-Stroke) parameters

Chamber 1 Pressure (Pa)
Chamber 2 Pressure (Pa)
Time (s)

18,000
12,000
0.03
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Table 2.3.4 SolidWorks chamber wall stress test (Motor Up-Stroke) parameters
Chamber 1 Pressure (Pa) -16,200
Chamber 2 Pressure (Pa)
0
Time (s) 0.03
Table 2.3.5 SolidWorks valve leaflet stress test (Motor Down-Stroke) parameters

Leaflet Pressure (Pa)
Time (s)

18,000
0.03

Table 2.3.6 SolidWorks valve leaflet stress test (Motor Up-Stroke) parameters

Leaflet Pressure (Pa) -16,000
Time (s) 0.03
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Chapter 3
Results

3.1 COMSOL Simulations
Due to the fact that COMSOL does not handle either turbulent flow or large
deformations very well, the pressure in Chamber 1 had to be decreased slowly over time until it
reached an asymptotic value of -120 mmHg. This pressure difference can be seen in Figure
3.1.1. During the simulation, the pressure along the walls of the chamber were calculated.
Because the magnitude of the pressure asymptotically approaches -120 mmHg, the velocity of
the flow field and the pressures along the chamber walls slowly change as well. The fluid is
sucked in by the negative pressure gradient and hits the wall of the chamber. The flow then
separates and forms vortices below the inlet and above the inlet. The magnitude of the
vortices above the inlet are smaller than those below the inlet. Once developed, the flow
direction remains constant, while the magnitude of the velocity increases over time until it
reaches a maximum value at 19.37 s. This is also when the largest pressure gradient along the
chamber walls occur. The minimum pressure experienced inside the chamber was -16,106.7
Pa, or -120.80 mmHg. This can be seen in Figure 3.1.1. This pressure was then rounded to
-16,200 Pa, or -121.51 mmHg, and used in the following SolidWorks study. The minimum
pressure at the valve surface was also measured and was found to be -16,000 Pa, or -120
mmHg. Because this value is smaller than -100 mmHg, the gauge pressure inside Chamber 2
did not need to be increased relative to Chamber 1.
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The same process was carried out for the second COMSOL simulation, which modeled
the pressures caused by the motor's down-stroke. Because the magnitude of the pressure
asymptotically approaches 120 mmHg, the velocity of the flow field and the pressures along the
chamber walls approach asymptotic values as well. The fluid is pushed through the valve by the
pressure gradient caused by the piston head. The flow is directed by the valve and hits the wall
of Chamber 2. It then hits the bottom of the chamber and forms a large vortex that
encompasses the entirety of the chamber. During the vortical flow, the fluid is eventually able
to pass into the outflow tube. The magnitude of the velocity of the fluid in the vortex slowly
increases until it reaches a steady state at 19.37 s. The maximum pressure caused by this
simulation occurred at 19.35 s and was 17,720 Pa, or 132.91 mmHg. This can be seen in Figure
3.1.2. The pressure is caused by a combination of the piston's down-stroke and the fluid flow
caused by it. This pressure was then rounded to 18,000 Pa and was used in the subsequent
SolidWorks simulation. The pressure in Chamber 2 during the piston’s down-stroke was found
to be 11,480 Pa and was rounded to 12,000 Pa for the SolidWorks simulation.
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Figure 3.1.1 Minimum pressure at the chamber wall seen during the up-stroke of the motor
with fluid velocity/direction at different time points during the cycle. 1 second (Top left); 3
seconds (Top right); 10 seconds (Bottom left); 19.37 seconds (Bottom right).
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Figure 3.1.2 Maximum pressure at the chamber wall seen during the down-stroke of the
motor with fluid velocity/direction at different time points during the cycle. The valve leaflet
shown is deformed from its original geometry due to the fluid forces caused by the downstroke of the motor. 1 second (Top left); 3 seconds (Top right); 10 seconds (Bottom left);
19.35 seconds (Bottom right).
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3.2 SolidWorks Simulations
The first simulation run with SolidWorks determined the maximum stresses that the
walls of the acrylic chambers experience during the piston's down-stroke. Chamber 1 had a
pressure of 18,000 Pa placed on all of the walls and the top of the valve changing slot, while
Chamber 2 had a pressure of 12,000 Pa placed on all of the walls, the bottom of Chamber 1,
and the bottom of the valve changing slot. The stresses were plotted along the surface of the
chambers. At 0.01 s, stresses begin to build along the inflow of Chamber 1 and the attachment
areas of the Chamber 1 opening. These stresses continually increase as the pressure builds
over the 0.03 s. Stress concentrations can also be seen along the center of the walls of
Chamber 1. A smaller stress concentration can be found at the outflow of Chamber 2. Finally,
at 0.03 s when the maximum pressure is being applied to the chamber surfaces, the maximum
stress of 0.99 MPa occurs at the attachments of the opening for Chamber 1. This progression
can be seen in Figure 3.2.1.
The same simulation was run again; however, it was modified to use the pressures that
occur during the motor's up-stroke. Chamber 1 had a pressure of -16,200 Pa placed on all of
the walls and the top of the valve changing slot, while Chamber 2 did not have a pressure
placed on any of the walls because the hydrostatic gauge pressure in Chamber 2 is 0 Pa. The
stress progression during this simulation is very similar to that of the last one. At 0.01 s,
stresses begin to build along the inflow of Chamber 1 and the attachment areas of the Chamber
1 opening. These stresses continually increase as the pressure builds over the 0.03 s. Stress
concentrations can also be seen along the center of Chamber 1's walls. Finally, at 0.03 s when
the maximum pressure is being applied to the chamber surfaces, the maximum stress of 0.86
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MPa occurs at the attachments of the opening for Chamber 1. This progression can be seen in
Figure 3.2.2. The maximum stress that occurs during the up-stroke is approximately the same as
the stress experienced during the motor's down-stroke.
Next, simulations were run on the valve leaflets to determine if the pressures generated
during the piston’s down-stroke can fully open them. A pressure of 18,000 Pa was applied to
the bottom of the leaflets over an accelerated time period of 0.03 s. This pressure caused the
valves to fully open. At 0.002 s, the valve fully opens with only 0.36 MPa of stress along its
leaflets. After it fully opens and the applied pressure continually increases, larger stresses
begin to appear along the walls where the leaflets are attached. This can be seen after 0.01 s.
These stresses begin to spread along the leaflet surface and finally reach a maximum stress of
2.06 MPa at 0.03 s. This progression can be seen in Figure 3.2.3.
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Figure 3.2.1 Chamber 1 & 2 von Mises stress due to piston's down-stroke. Isometric inside
views (Left), Side views (Right). 0.01 s (Top); 0.02 s (Middle); 0.03 s (Bottom)
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Figure 3.2.2 Chamber 1 & 2 von Mises stress due to piston's up-stroke. Isometric inside views
(Left), Side views (Right). 0.01 s (Top); 0.02 s (Middle); 0.03 s (Bottom)
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Finally, the same simulation was run on the valve leaflets again; however, the direction
of the pressure gradient was changed and reduced to 16,000 Pa. Again, it was found that the
pressure fully closed the valve. At 3 x 10-4 s, the valve fully closes with 0.66 MPa of stress
along its leaflets. After it fully closes and the applied pressure continually increases, stresses
begin to appear along the leaflet contact points. This can be seen after 0.01 s. These stresses
begin to spread along the leaflet surfaces and finally reach a maximum pressure of 4.5 MPa at
0.03 s. This progression can be seen in Figure 3.2.4. The maximum von Mises stress
experienced by the valve during either simulation was 4.5 MPa, with a maximum principal
strain of 0.34 occurring during the piston's up-stroke and a maximum displacement of 16.6 mm
occurring during the piston's down-stroke.
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Figure 3.2.3 The development of stress along the valve during the piston's down-stroke.
0.001 s (Top left); 0.01 s (Top right); 0.02 s (Bottom left); 0.03 s (Bottom right).
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Figure 3.2.4 The development of stress along the valve during the piston's up-stroke. 3 x 10-4
s (Top left); 0.01 s (Top right); 0.02 s (Bottom left); 0.03 s (Bottom right).
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Chapter 4
Discussion
4.1 Meeting FDA Requirements
For the design of the AWT to function properly, its flow chambers must be able to
withstand the same number of loading and unloading cycles as the valve it is testing. The
maximum stress that occurs on the chamber walls due to the fluid pressure created by the
motor motion is 0.99 MPa. The fatigue life of extruded acrylic sheets is 38 MPa (73). This is a
factor of 38 larger than the maximum stresses that the AWT chambers will experience. This
means that the chambers should last indefinitely without cracking or breaking.
Another FDA requirement is that the bioprosthetic valve must always fully open and
fully close during each cycle. As seen in the simulations, the bioprosthetic valve fully opens and
fully closes during the piston’s down-stroke and up-stroke, respectively. Therefore, when
experiencing the pressure difference during both the down-stroke (ΔP = 135.01 mmHg) and the
up-stroke of the motor shaft (ΔP = -120 mmHg) in vitro, the valve should fully open and fully
close during each cycle.
Finally, during valve closure, the valve must have a minimum average transvalvular
pressure of 100 mmHg. This pressure is achieved through a combination of the hydrostatic
chamber pressure and the pressure created by the motor's up-stroke.
4.2 Valve Stresses & Deformation
During valve closure, the maximum stress experienced by the valve is 4.5 MPa. This is
high compared to other findings. Martin and Sun exposed closed leaflets to peak pressures of
120 mmHg using a quasi-static loading technique. They recorded maximum valve stresses of
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1.45 MPa (74). Li and Sun used the same pressure and loading technique and found maximum
valve stresses of 1.56 MPa (75). When Sabbah et al. incrementally increased the loading
pressure on closed valve leaflets from 0 mmHg to 120 mmHg; they recorded maximum stresses
of only 0.19-0.2 MPa (76, 77). This shows that load time plays a major factor in stress
calculations. Although the same amount of pressure was applied to the valve leaflets in all
three experiments, the pressure applied over a period of only 0.03 s created a much larger
stress on the leaflets compared to the pressure applied using the quasi-static or incremental
loading techniques. Increased stress values on the valve are one drawback to accelerated
testing.
As can be seen in Figure 3.2.3 and Figure 3.2.4, the valve undergoes very large
deformations. This is extremely relevant during valve closure. Leaflet geometry and leaflet to
leaflet contact plays a major role in closure mechanics. If the valve leaflets have deteriorated in
some way or are not symmetrical, like the ones that were modeled in the simulations, it can
greatly affect valve performance and cause regurgitant flow, increased leaflet stresses, or
inversion of the leaflets.
4.3 Simulation Limitations
The COMSOL simulations determined the pressure along the walls of the AWT flow
chambers. Although helpful, many assumptions were made during the study. First, the model
was simplified into two dimensions. This does not allow for the circular valve to be properly
modeled. Although the entire model was assumed to be symmetric about the z-axis, the
opening for the valve does not encompass the entire chamber. In reality, it ends before the
front and back edges of the chamber. The valve was also simplified into a single leaflet valve
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rather than a three leaflet valve. This changes the direction of the flow as it passes through the
valve, deflecting it towards the chamber wall, rather than towards the bottom of the chamber.
Finally, the pressure magnitude was slowly increased rather than being applied
instantaneously. This created much more laminar flows rather than the turbulent flows that
would be seen in reality. The turbulence would affect the wall pressures along the chambers.
4.4 Accelerated Wear Tester & PIV Setup
Running a PIV study in concurrence with accelerated wear testing has never been done
before. A theoretical set up can be seen in Figure 4.4.1. This type of study will combine both
the motion of the valve and the motion of the fluid.

Figure 4.4.1 Theoretical AWT and PIV setup.
By combining both the solid mechanics and the fluid dynamics, this AWT with its PIV system can
be used to investigate how the flow fields of bioprosthetic heart valves are affected as the valve
deteriorates over time. This will give insights into possible areas of high shear rate, vortex
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formation, areas of stagnation, areas of calcification, and sites at risk for thrombosis over the
entire lifespan of a bioprosthetic valve. Using this information, safer and more efficient heart
valves can be designed.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
5.1 Summary of Results
The most important result from this study was determining that the AWT would not
break during the testing of the valve. The simulations showed that the maximum stress that
either chamber experiences during a single rotation of the piston is 0.99 MPa. The fatigue
strength of extruded acrylic sheets is 38 MPa, orders of magnitude higher than the maximum
stress on the chamber walls. This shows that over the lifetime of the AWT, it will not crack or
break regardless of the number of cycles it must endure. The 10J151 Motor from Dayton
Electric Mfg. Co., is a continuous motor that is rated at 1000 RPM, that should theoretically be
able to run for up to 3 years.
Second, it was shown that the valve will fully open and fully close during each cycle.
Using the mechanical properties found in the literature for a bioprosthetic heart valve, it was
found that the pressure drops across the valve created by the motor will fully open and fully
close the valve.
Finally, it was shown that there is an average transvalvular pressure of 100 mmHg
during valve closure. This was accomplished through a combination of the lower chamber's
hydrostatic pressure and the negative pressure induced from the piston's up-stroke.
5.2 Future Studies
One avenue of further study would be to test different types of heart valves to make
sure the pressure differences seen are enough to open and close each valve fully. This would
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allow the AWT to be used with every kind of heart valve, greatly increasing its research
potential. Another avenue of future research is to physically build the AWT. Due to the fact
that this study only designed the AWT, the next logical step would be to build it. This can be
accomplished by creating the components with the same measurements as the ones in the
SolidWorks design. The acrylic chambers need to be machined and then bonded together using
an acrylic bonding agent. The overall housing would also need to be machined. The piston
motor and high speed camera components needs to be bought and assembled. To record
accurate data, the PIV laser and CCD camera must be secured. The laser must also be able to
move from plane to plane to create the three dimensional flow field. Some type of system
needs to be developed prior to using the AWT for these components.
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Appendix A
Component Material Properties
Table A.1 AWT components with corresponding materials and material properties
Component
Material
Youngs Modulus (N/mm2) Poisson's Ratio Mass Density (kg/m3)
Air Cap
Acrylic
3000
0.35
1200
Chamber 1
Acrylic
3000
0.35
1200
Chamber 1 Opening
Acrylic
3000
0.35
1200
Chamber 2
Acrylic
3000
0.35
1200
Piston
Alloy Steel
210000
0.28
7700
Piston Translation Part 1
Alloy Steel
210000
0.28
7700
Piston Translation Part 2
Alloy Steel
210000
0.28
7700
Piston Translation Part 3
Alloy Steel
210000
0.28
7700
Piston Translation Part 4
Alloy Steel
210000
0.28
7700
Piston Translation Part 5
Alloy Steel
210000
0.28
7700
Piston Shaft
Alloy Steel
210000
0.28
7700
Piston Head
PTFE
551
0.47
2320
Inflow Pipe
PVC
6
0.47
1290
Outflow Pipe
PVC
6
0.47
1290
Heat Exchanger
PVC
6
0.47
1290
Liquid Reservoir
PTFE
551
0.47
2320
0.5" Barb
PVC
6
0.47
1290
0.75" Barb
PVC
6
0.47
1290
Ball
PTFE
551
0.47
2320
Cage
PUR
2410
0.3897
1260
Drainage Tube
PVC
6
0.47
1290
Overall Housing
Alloy Steel
210000
0.28
7700
Valve Changing Slot
Silicon Rubber
5
0.394
1250
Sewing Ring
Polyurethane Foam Flexible
2.78
0.394
16.185
Valve Housing
PUR
2410
0.3897
1260
Valve Leaflets
Bioprosthetic
See Figure 2.2.6
0.45
1070
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